MEMO TO: The University Community

FROM: Ralph Ruffner

SUBJECT: Tapes of the Educational Program on the Advantages and Disadvantages of Collective Bargaining

This is to inform the University community that audio and video tapes of the educational program on collective bargaining (held June 2 and 3, 1977) are now available for use in the Self-Instruction Laboratory, Room 0016, Lovejoy Library.

The program, sponsored by the President's Office and the University Senate, was an intensive series of discussions to familiarize faculty and non-academic employees with the advantages and disadvantages of collective bargaining. Presenting their viewpoints and opinions were the following eight experts in the collective bargaining field.

--James Gemmell, staff member of the Academic Collective Bargaining Information Service (ACBIS), Washington, D.C.; area of specialty: academic governance.

--Edward Kelly, Associate Director of ACBIS, Washington, D.C., labor attorney and an arbitrator for the American Arbitration Association; specialty: dispute resolution.

--Robert Birnbaum, Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh; specialty: compensation.

--Martin Morand, Harrisburg, Pa., a leader in the Pennsylvania Education Association; specialty: compensation, dispute resolution and governance.


--Arnold Franke, lecturer in the Department of Management of the SIUE School of Business and former SIUE Director of Business Services and Director of Labor Relations; specialty: non-academic compensation and dispute matters.

--Walter Powell, Vice-President for Administration, Temple University; specialty: all collective bargaining subject areas.

--Herbert Fishgold, Alexandria, Va., former general counsel to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and currently an associate with Bill Usery and Associates; specialty: non-academic personnel policies and compensation.
Video tapes of the opening and closing sessions of the June 3 program, as well as audio tapes of the discussion sessions on both June 2 and 3, are in the S.I.L. for use by faculty, staff and students. No charges are involved to listen to or to view the tapes; however, they may not be checked out from the Laboratory.

The tapes will be available during the normal hours of the S.I.L.: Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and Saturday, 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.